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Abstract
Neural representations of value underlie many behaviors that are crucial for survival. Previously, we found that
value representations in primate orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) are modulated by attention, specifically, by overt shifts
of gaze toward or away from reward-associated visual cues (McGinty et al., 2016). Here, we investigate the
influence of overt attention on behavior by asking how gaze shifts correlate with reward anticipatory responses
and whether activity in OFC mediates this correlation. Macaque monkeys viewed pavlovian conditioned appetitive
cues on a visual display, while the fraction of time they spent looking toward or away from the cues was measured
using an eye tracker. Also measured during cue presentation were the reward anticipation, indicated by
conditioned licking responses (CRs), and single-neuron activity in OFC. In general, gaze allocation predicted
subsequent licking responses: the longer the monkeys spent looking at a cue at a given time point in a trial, the
more likely they were to produce an anticipatory CR later in that trial, as if the subjective value of the cue were
increased. To address neural mechanisms, mediation analysis measured the extent to which the gaze–CR
correlation could be statistically explained by the concurrently recorded firing of OFC neurons. The resulting
mediation effects were indistinguishable from chance. Therefore, while overt attention may increase the subjec-
tive value of reward-associated cues (as revealed by anticipatory behaviors), the underlying mechanism remains
unknown, as does the functional significance of gaze-driven modulation of OFC value signals.
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Introduction
Neural value representations underlie many of the be-

haviors we rely on to survive, from simple appetitive and

defensive reflexes to complex economic decisions. Sev-
eral recent studies have shown that value representations
in the prefrontal cortex can be influenced by how attention
is allocated among visual objects of different value. This
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Significance Statement

Recent studies of human decision-making suggest a link between gaze and value: longer fixation of gaze
on a given item appears to accentuate its subjective value (its likelihood of being chosen), relative to items
that are fixated less. The chief contribution of this study is novel evidence suggesting that gaze also
modulates subjective value in simple appetitive conditioning, in an animal model whose gaze behavior
closely resembles our own. It is therefore possible that the effects of gaze on value may apply to many forms
of motivated behavior. With respect to the neural mechanisms by which gaze influences conditioned
responses, our data appear to rule out a role for the OFC, though additional studies are necessary to confirm
this finding.
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includes overt shifts of attention (gaze) performed during
natural free viewing (McGinty et al., 2016; Hunt et al.,
2018) as well as covert shifts of attention performed in the
absence of saccadic eye movements (Xie et al., 2018).
Allocation of gaze also influences economic choice be-
havior, with increased gaze time on a given item making it
more likely to be chosen over the alternatives (Krajbich
et al., 2010; Towal et al., 2013; Vaidya and Fellows, 2015;
Gidlöf et al., 2017). A natural hypothesis emerging from
these studies is that attention, by modulating neural value
signals, may influence a wide range of value-driven behav-
iors. To test this hypothesis, we build on our recent report of
gaze-modulated value signals in the primate orbitofrontal
cortex (OFC) during appetitive pavlovian conditioning
(McGinty et al., 2016). Whereas the prior report considered
only the neural effects of gaze, here we address both the
neural and behavioral effects, and ask whether the neural
effects are sufficient to explain behavior.

Pavlovian conditioning is a form of learning in which
otherwise neutral cues acquire motivational significance
(value) after being paired with pleasant or aversive out-
comes, so that presentation of the cues alone can elicit
conditioned responses (CRs). These responses are usu-
ally stereotyped, reflexive behaviors that are performed in
direct anticipation of the outcome (e.g., salivation in an-
ticipation of food) and can vary according to the size,
probability, frequency, or desirability of the predicted out-
come. Our central hypothesis is that overt attention influ-
ences CRs performed in anticipation of reward, and that
attentional modulation of OFC is the mechanism underly-
ing this influence.

To test this hypothesis, we simultaneously measured
pavlovian CRs, eye movements, and OFC neural activity,
in an appetitive conditioning task, as described previously
(McGinty et al., 2016). We then asked whether trial-by-trial
variability in gaze allocation toward the cues corre-
sponded to variability in CR magnitude, and whether this
correlation could be statistically explained (mediated) by
the firing of single OFC neurons. Although the effect
varied according to subject and trial condition, in general,
we observed a positive correlation between gaze and
CRs: the longer the monkeys spent looking at a pavlovian
cue in a given trial, the more likely they were to perform a
CR later in that trial, suggesting that gaze allocation influ-
ences the in-the-moment subjective value of the cue. With
respect to the role of the OFC, we found no evidence that
OFC activity could explain the correlation between gaze

and CRs, suggesting that some neural substrate outside
of the OFC must mediate the influence of gaze on reward
anticipation.

Materials and Methods
Overview

Macaque monkeys performed an appetitive pavlovian
conditioning task (Fig. 1A), while the following three vari-
ables were measured simultaneously: allocation of gaze
(overt attention), reward anticipation, and value represen-
tations in OFC (Fig. 2). Gaze was measured relative to the
location of reward-predictive pavlovian cues, and gaze
allocation was quantified as the fraction of time the mon-
keys spent looking at the cues. Reward anticipation was
defined as the conditioned licking responses (CRs) that
monkeys performed in the moments leading up to reward
delivery, and was quantified as the fraction of time that a
CR response was detected. OFC value representations
were measured on the basis of single and multiunit neural
activity (see Analysis below).

The analyses had two main objectives. The first was to
determine whether gaze allocation and reward anticipa-
tion were correlated with one another on a trial-by-trial
basis. The second was to determine whether this corre-
lation could be explained, in a statistical sense, by the
activity of OFC neurons. To satisfy the first objective, we
computed the correlation between the time spent looking
at pavlovian cues and the duration of CRs across trials
(Fig. 2A). Importantly, the relatively long trial duration (4 s)
allowed the correlation to be assessed across different
time points in the trial; thus, we were able to determine
whether looking at a cue early in the trial was correlated
with CRs later in the trial (i.e., whether gaze allocation
could predict subsequent reward anticipation). The re-
sults are shown in Figures 3 and 4.

To satisfy the second objective required testing the
following two correlational relationships: between gaze
and OFC activity (Fig. 2B), and between OFC activity and
CRs (Fig. 2C). The relationship between gaze and OFC
activity was assessed using linear models, as in our prior
work (McGinty et al., 2016; Figs. 5, 6, results). To quantify
the relationship between OFC firing and CRs, we used a
modified form of Spearman’s correlation coefficient (Figs.
7, 8, results). Finally, to quantify the degree to which OFC
firing could statistically explain the gaze–CR correlation,
we performed a mediation analysis (results in main text).

Most analyses were performed separately for each trial
type; for example, trials with a single “none” cue were
analyzed as a group, separately from trials with a single
“small” reward cue, and separately from trials with both a
“none” and “small” reward cue shown simultaneously.
This was done because the correlation between gaze and
CRs (the key behavioral outcome in this study) differed
between trial types, as we illustrate below. However, to
identify OFC cells modulated by gaze, all single-cue trial
types were analyzed together, and all two-cue trial types
were analyzed together. This was done to assess the
encoding of value, which could only be done by compar-
ing firing across trials with differing cue value (i.e., differ-
ent trial types).
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Key statistical results are described in Table 1 and Table 2.
The rows of the tables are named with lower case letters (e.g.,
a, b, c), which correspond to superscript indicators in the main
text and to text indicators embedded in the figures. The p value
corrections for multiple tests are performed within subject,
using Holm’s variant of the Bonferroni correction; any corrected
p values �1 are set to exactly 1.

Subjects and apparatus
All procedures were performed in accordance with the

National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of

Laboratory Animals and were approved by the Animal
Care and Use Committee of Stanford University, where
the data were collected. The subjects were two adult male
rhesus monkeys designated K and F, weighing 13.5–15.0
kg. They were implanted with an MR-compatible head
holder, and subsequently with a recording chamber (Crist
Instruments); a craniotomy was also performed to allow
access to the OFC. All surgical procedures were per-
formed under full surgical anesthesia using aseptic tech-
niques and instruments, with analgesics and antibiotics
given preoperatively, intraoperatively, and/or postopera-
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Figure 1. A–D, Monkeys were trained to associate visual cues with juice reward: single cues were followed by certain reward (A, C); and
cues shown in pairs were followed by probabilistic rewards (B, D). Anticipatory CRs and allocation of gaze onto the cues were tracked in
every trial. E, CRs in single-cue trials. The y-axis gives the probability of a CR being detected at a given time point. Colored and gray lines
give the mean and 95% confidence intervals, respectively. F, CRs in all trial types. The y-axis gives the total time that a CR was detected
during cue presentation. The six bars in each graph correspond to the six trial types, with colored squares below the x-axis to indicate the
cue configuration, and numerals to indicate the mean juice value of the cues. Asterisk indicates significant difference in a comparison
between immediately adjacent bars; a1 through a6 refer to entries in Table 1. G, Allocation of gaze onto cues in all trial types. The y-axis
gives the percentage of time that the gaze was on the cue center (i.e., within 3º). Single-cue trial types are indicated by the three single
colored squares, corresponding to the cue value. Two-cue trial types are indicated by adjacent colored squares, corresponding to the cue
values shown in that trial type; in these trials, gaze allocation was tallied separately for each cue, hence two bars for each two-cue trial type.
Note that gaze allocation was dependent on cue type but was not always a monotonic function of value. Data in E–G reflect 25 sessions
for Monkey K and 28 sessions for Monkey F. Bars show means across sessions, and whiskers show SEM.
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tively, as appropriate. Data were collected while the mon-
keys were head restrained and seated �57 cm from a
frontoparallel CRT monitor displaying the task stimuli. The
stimuli were square color patches (3.2º per side) and were
mutually isoluminant. Horizontal and vertical eye positions
were recorded at 400 Hz. A tube for fluid rewards was
placed outside the mouth, and to retrieve an available
reward the monkeys had to touch their tongue to the end
of the tube during delivery. Both monkeys quickly learned
to do so and typically consumed all of the juice delivered
on every trial. Monkeys typically performed anticipatory
conditioned licking responses before reward delivery, and
these were quantified according to the fraction of time
that a response was detected in a given epoch (see
below).

Task flow and stimulus presentation were controlled
using the REX software suite (Laboratory of Sensorimotor
Research, National Eye Institute) and dedicated graphics
display hardware (Cambridge Research Systems). Neural
signals were measured from single tungsten electrodes
(FHC) placed at the target locations using a motorized
drive (NAN Instruments). Neural activity, eye position, and
task event data were acquired and stored using the MAP
Data Acquisition System (Plexon).

Behavioral task
The task was identical to that used in McGinty et al.

(2016), with the exception that on some trials, two cues
were shown simultaneously. See Figure 1A–D for an illus-
tration, and below for details. The monkeys were trained
to associate three different color cues with three juice
rewards in approximate ratios of 3:1:0. These are referred
to as “large,” “small,” and “none,” or as “L,” “S,” and “N,”
and they are indicated in the figures by the colors blue,
turquoise, and red. Juice volumes were constant within a
session, but varied slightly across sessions to compen-
sate for changes in the fluid sensitivity of the monkeys
during the study. A session was defined as the behavioral
and neural data collected on a single day; more than one
cell was typically recorded in each session. Only sessions
with concurrently recorded neural data were used.

Trials began with a fixation point (FP) appearing 5º to
the left or right of the screen center. After the monkey
fixated on this point for 1–1.5 s, either one or two cues
were shown, at which point the monkey was free to move

his eyes. Eye position was monitored but had no conse-
quence for trial outcome. Reward was delivered 4 s after
cue onset, depending on which cue or cues were shown
(see below). The cues were extinguished at 4.3 s after cue
onset, after which there was a 2–4 s intertrial interval,
followed by the illumination of the FP on the next trial.

Trials had either a single cue or two different cues
shown simultaneously. In single-cue trials (Fig. 1A), one
randomly chosen cue appeared at the location of the FP,
and the volume of reward delivered at the end was determined
by the color of the cue (Fig. 1C). In two-cue trials, one randomly
selected cue appeared at the FP location (5º left or right of
center), and a different randomly selected cue appeared 5º
from center in the opposite direction of the FP location (Fig. 1B).
At the end of the trial, one of the two reward volumes was
randomly chosen to be delivered (Fig. 1D). For example, the
trial illustrated in Figure 1B has a “large” and “none” cue,
indicating a 50% probability of a large reward and a 50%
probability of no reward. Single-cue and two-cue trials types
were presented in equal proportions, randomly interleaved
within a session.

New cue colors were selected for every session by
randomly sampling equidistant points on a color wheel.
Each session therefore began with a learning phase,
which was completed before data collection. During
learning, single-cue trials were presented until the CR
performed by monkey during cue presentation (the 4 s
before reward) became proportional to the reward size:
“large” � “small” � “none” with the CR for “none” trials
being absent or negligible. Learning was considered to be
complete when the CR durations were significantly differ-
ent (rank sum test, p � 0.01 uncorrected; analyzed on-line
and not shown here) over the previous 60–100 learning
trials. Learning phase data were not used in any analysis
in this article. In a prior report from this dataset (McGinty
et al., 2016), we examined the effects of cue–reward
“reversals” on some OFC cells. Those cells are also used
here; however, for a given cell we use only the pre-
reversal or post-reversal data (never both) according to
whichever segment of the data had more trials. In other
words, in this report the cue–reward associations were
static, with no reversals. In Monkey F, all cells used
prereversal data only (n � 64), and in Monkey K, 69 of
116 cells used prereversal data and the remaining 47
used postreversal data. The results for Monkey K did
not differ between the cells using prereversal and post-
reversal data (data not shown).

Conditioned responses and quantification of reward
anticipation

Monkeys typically performed CRs during the 4 s cue
display period in anticipation of reward delivery. CRs were
quantified by detecting the presence/absence of contact
between the tongue and juice delivery tube. This was
done by connecting the input lead of a single-channel
amplifier (400 Hz sampling; A-M Systems) to the fluid
reservoir, and the ground lead to the seat of the task chair.
Tongue contact with the juice tube abruptly reduced the
amplitude of ambient noise on the channel, and setting an
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Figure 2. A–C, Overview of major analyses: trial-by-trial corre-
lation between gaze allocation and CRs (A); modulation of OFC
activity by gaze (B); and trial-by-trial correlation between OFC
activity and CRs (C). We also performed a mediation analysis,
which quantifies the degree to which the gaze–CR correlation (A)
can be statistically explained by the combined effect of gaze on
OFC activity and the correlation between OFC activity and CRs
(B, C).
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appropriate noise threshold effectively binarized the sig-
nal into epochs of contact/no contact. The CR versus time
plots in Figure 1E show the proportion of trials in which
contact was present at a given time point. Total contact
time throughout the trial was averaged across trials of a

particular type to produce Figure 1F. For the main analy-
ses in this study, CR data were first segmented into
overlapping bins, each 500 ms in duration, with 50 ms
increments between bin centers. The first bin was cen-
tered at 2500 ms after cue onset, because CRs were

Table 1: Statistical table

Identifier Test used Number of observations p Value
a1 Paired signed rank test 25 sessions 1.2 � 10�5

a2 Paired signed rank test 25 sessions 0.0027
a3 Paired signed rank test 25 sessions 8.9 � 10�4

a4 Paired signed rank test 25 sessions 1.0 � 10�4

a5 Paired signed rank test 28 sessions 3.8 � 10�6

a6 Paired signed rank test 28 sessions 7.3 � 10�6

b One-sample t test 25 sessions 3.2 � 10�10

c Paired t test 25 sessions 0.002
d4 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 25 sessions 0.017
d5 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 23 sessions 0.0068
d6 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 25 sessions 0.017
d14 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 23 sessions 0.032
d15 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 27 sessions 0.032
d16 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 27 sessions 0.058
e One-sample t test 180 cells 4.3 � 10�6

f One-sample t test 180 cells 0.53
g �2 test for association 180 cells 1.2 � 10�7

h �2 test for association 180 cells 1.4 � 10�5

i Pearson’s correlation 180 cells 1.6 � 10�15

j Pearson’s correlation 180 cells 3.6 � 10�30

k Pearson’s correlation 180 cells 1.6 � 10�26

n One-sample t test 111 cells 0.26
q One-sample signed rank test 114 cells 0.3
r One-sample signed rank test 54 cells 0.043
s1 One-sample t test 23 sessions 1.5 � 10�7

s2 One-sample t test 25 sessions 5.8 � 10�4

s3 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 19 cells 1
s4 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 111 cells 1
s5 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 114 cells 1
s6 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 102 cells 0.26
s7 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 102 cells 0.049
s8 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 105 cells 1
s9 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 114 cells 0.67
s10 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 113 cells 0.35
s11 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 112 cells 1
s12 One-sample t test 24 sessions 5.5 � 10�10

s13 One-sample t test 26 sessions 8.7 � 10�9

s14 One-sample t test 23 sessions 6.7 � 10�6

s15 One-sample t test 26 sessions 8.9 � 10�8

s16 One-sample t test 26 sessions 3.0 � 10�5

s17 One-sample t test 26 sessions 2.9 � 10�8

s18 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 24 cells 1
s19 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 55 cells 0.021
s20 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 59 cells 1
s21 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 52 cells 1
s22 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 53 cells 1
s23 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 57 cells 0.23
s24 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 56 cells 1
s25 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 59 cells 0.9
s26 Paired t test with Holm–Bonferroni correction, 9 comparisons 59 cells 1
t Pearson’s correlation 180 cells 2.4 � 10�4

u Pearson’s correlation 180 cells 5.9 � 10�4

v Pearson’s correlation 180 cells 7.5 � 10�5

Identifiers refer to superscript identifiers in main text or to text identifiers placed within figures. For some tests, the number of sessions or cells used may be
less than the total number of sessions or cells in the study. This can occur because data in some pixels in some sessions are removed (set to nan), as a
quality control measure (see Materials and Methods).
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nearly always absent until that time (Fig. 1E). The last bin
was centered at 3750 ms after cue onset, for a total of 26
bins. CRs were then quantified by finding the fraction of
time within each 500 ms bin that contact was detected.

Eye tracking and quantification of gaze
Gaze was unrestricted during the 4 s cue display

period. Horizontal and vertical eye positions were re-
corded at 400 Hz using a noninvasive optical system in
Monkey K (EyeLink, SR Research) and a scleral search
coil system in Monkey F (C-N-C Engineering). These
different eye-tracking methods yield similar data (Kim-
mel et al., 2012).

Gaze location was quantified in relation to the cue or
cues. For analyses of gaze effects on CRs and on neural
activity, gaze data were segmented into overlapping bins
(500 ms each, 50 ms increments between bin centers),
over the 4 s cue presentation period, yielding a total of 71
bins, with the first centered at 250 ms after cue onset and
the last centered at 3750 ms. Gaze allocation for each bin
was quantified as the fraction of time (of 500 ms) that gaze
was within 3º of the center of a cue (“on” the cue). In
two-cue trial types, gaze allocation was tallied for each
cue individually.

For the analysis of gaze effects on spiking, OFC
neural activity was analyzed with respect to gaze loca-
tion. Here, it was necessary to time lock neural data to
gaze behavior to create a temporal reference point for
perievent time histograms, and to account for the
known temporal lag between visual events and OFC
activity (Thorpe et al., 1983; Wallis and Miller, 2003;
Padoa-Schioppa and Assad, 2006). Therefore, eye po-
sition data were segmented into fixation and saccade
epochs (Engbert and Kliegl, 2003; Kimmel et al., 2012),
and the fixation onsets were used as the temporal
reference point for spiking data, as in our prior work
(McGinty et al., 2016). To assess neural data with re-
spect to fixation location in single-cue trials, fixations
were quantified according to the distance of gaze from
the cue center, which is consistent with our prior report. In
two-cue trial types, fixations away from the cues were infre-
quent, and so neural analyses only used data from “on-cue”
fixations (within 3º of the cue center).

Neural recordings
Single electrodes were introduced into the brain

through a sharpened guide tube whose tip was inserted
1–3 mm below the dura. OFC was identified on the basis
of gray/white matter transitions, and by consulting a high-
resolution MRI acquired from each animal after chamber
implantation. We targeted the fundus and lateral bank of
the medial orbital sulcus and the laterally adjacent gyrus,
corresponding approximately to Walker’s area 13 (Ongür
and Price, 2000).

From Monkey K, we recorded 116 neural unit signals
(“cells”) over 25 sessions; and from Monkey F, we re-
corded 64 cells over 28 sessions. (Only sessions with
concurrently collected neural data were used.) These in-
cluded putative single units, characterized by large and
well isolated waveforms (n � 63 from Monkey K; n � 44
from Monkey F), as well as multiunit signals with low
amplitude, poorly isolated waveforms (53 from Monkey K;
20 from Monkey F). Among the single units, some were
isolated during the learning phase of the task (see above)
and were selected for subsequent recording because they
showed an apparent increase or decrease in firing during
cue presentation; the remainder of the single unit signals,
and all multiunit signals, were recorded without any prior
observation of their activity during task performance.
Neural data were only recorded and analyzed after the
learning phase was complete. In some sessions, several
cells were recorded simultaneously by isolating more than
one cell on a given electrode and/or by using two elec-
trodes at once. See the study by McGinty et al. (2016) for
details.

After data collection, spikes were assigned off-line to indi-
vidual units based on the principal component features of the
waveforms (Offline Sorter 2.0, Plexon). On rare occasions, cells
initially designated as single units were recategorized as multi-
unit if they showed an abundance of short interspike intervals
(�0.05% of intervals �2 ms). After unit sorting, the data were
imported into MATLAB and the R software environment for
analysis. There were no major differences in results obtain from
single and multiunit signals, and so their data are presented
together.

Table 2: Statistical table for significance contours in Figures 3, 4, and 7

Identifier Minimum number of observations Maximum number of observations Largest cluster size (pixels)
d1 25 sessions 25 sessions 1137
d2 23 sessions 23 sessions 643
d3 25 sessions 25 sessions 55
d7 13 sessions 13 sessions 123
d8 22 sessions 25 sessions 612
d9 25 sessions 26 sessions 378
d10 23 sessions 23 sessions 214
d11 26 sessions 26 sessions 217
d12 25 sessions 27 sessions 250
d13 26 sessions 27 sessions 363
p 70 cells 114 cells 3

With the exception of entry p (corresponding to Fig. 7D), all contours are calculated on the basis of one-sample t tests at an initial threshold of p � 0.001,
with cluster correction at a FWER of p � 0.01. Within a significance contour, the number of sessions or cells used to calculate the mean effect at any given
pixel may be less than the total number of sessions or cells in the study. This can occur because data in some pixels in some sessions are removed (set to
nan), as a quality control measure (see Materials and Methods). For each contour region, the columns for the Maximum and Minimum number of observa-
tions therefore give the number of observations for the pixel with the smallest and largest number used, respectively
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Analysis
Correlation between gaze allocation and reward antici-
pation

The objective of this analysis was to assess the trial-
by-trial correlation between the fraction of gaze time de-
voted to pavlovian cues and the fraction of time spent
performing CRs in anticipation of reward delivery. Gaze
and CR data were calculated in 500 ms bins (50 ms
increments). Within each session, the across-trial corre-
lation was calculated for all possible pairs of bins, and
these correlations were then averaged across the ses-
sions for each monkey (25 for Monkey K; 28 for Monkey
F). The resulting matrix of correlations has rows and col-
umns corresponding to the bin centers for gaze and CR
data (respectively).

The correlation statistic was Spearman’s rho, a non-
parametric, outlier-resistant, ranks-based measure of as-
sociation. It is preferred over Pearson’s r because the
data were not normally distributed: measurements of
gaze and CR durations were bounded by the 500 ms bin
size and had a Bernoulli-like distribution; and the spiking
data (below) naturally took on a Poisson-like distribution.
As a quality control measure, no correlation was calcu-
lated (i.e., the correlation was set to “nan”) when �80% of
the gaze data or �80% of the CR data within a given bin
had the same value; this happened most frequently in
single “none” value trials, where the CR was often absent.

Correlation matrices are displayed as heatmaps show-
ing the average correlation across sessions. One heatmap
was calculated per single-cue trial type, and for each
two-cue trial type one heatmap was calculated for the
lower value cue and another for the higher value cue.

At each point on the map, the average correlation was
compared with zero by means of a t test. Red contours
show points that surpass both an initial significance
threshold of p � 0.001 as well as a cluster-extent thresh-
old of p � 0.01 to control for multiple comparisons. The
cluster extent threshold was determined as follows: for
every map, we created 1000 “null” correlation maps using
data in which the trial labels for the gaze data were
randomly shuffled within each trial type. The null maps
were thresholded at p � 0.001, and the largest group of
contiguous significant pixels (maximum cluster size) was
recorded for each null map. (Contiguity was defined as a
shared edge; shared corners were not considered contig-
uous.) This produced a distribution of 1000 maximum
cluster sizes under the null hypothesis (no gaze–CR cor-
relation). The cluster extent threshold was set to the 10th
largest maximum cluster size (top 1.0 percentile). Then, in
the original data, all clusters of significant points smaller
than this threshold were discarded, corresponding to a
cluster-level familywise error rate (FWER) of p � 0.01.

Gaze modulation of OFC neural activity
The objective of this analysis was to quantify the frac-

tion of OFC neurons that are modulated by shifts of gaze
toward or away from the pavlovian cues. Single-cue trials
were analyzed as a group, separately from two-cue trials.

Data source The 180 neurons analyzed here are the
subset of the 283 neurons analyzed in the study by
McGinty et al. (2016) for which both the single-cue and

two-cue data were collected. For single-cue trials, the
main analyses in the study by McGinty et al. (2016) are
repeated here, and so the data reported (Figs. 5B,D, 6A)
are in essence a restatement of the earlier findings, in a
subset of the original data. The two-cue trial data were
obtained from these same 180 neurons, but have not
been published before, with the exception of preliminary
analyses in abstract form (McGinty et al., 2014).

Single-cue trials The basic unit of data was fixation-
evoked firing, which was defined as the spike count ob-
served 100–300 ms after the beginning of each fixation
epoch (see above). The temporal offset accounts for the
typical delay in OFC responses to visual stimuli (Thorpe
et al., 1983; Wallis and Miller, 2003). This time window
captures the peak fixation-evoked response in gaze-
responsive OFC cells, as illustrated in the study by
McGinty et al. (2016, their Fig. S4C).

For every neuron, we fit the GLM in Equation 1. Cells
with significant effects were identified for each regressor
(p � 0.05 both uncorrected and corrected with Holm’s
Bonferroni correction). The GLM assumed a negative bi-
nomial error model, and is given by the following:

log �Y� � �0 � �VAL � Value � �DIST � Distance �

�VALxDIST � Val � Distance, (1)

where each observation is a fixation (as defined above), Y
is the gaze-evoked spike count for that fixation, Value
refers to the volume of juice associated with the cue in
each trial, Distance refers to the distance of gaze from the
cue center for each fixation, and Val � Distance is the
interaction of the Value and Distance variables (computed
after centering them).

Two-cue trials We focused on firing evoked by on-cue
fixations (�3º from cue center), due to the low frequency
of off-cue fixations (Fig. 1G). To assess gaze and value
effects, for every cell we fit GLMs that explained fixation-
evoked firing on the basis of six variables (Table 3, col-
umns). Three variables describe a value signal modulated
by shifts of gaze between cues (i.e., a pattern of firing that
depends not only on the values of the cues shown, but
also on which cue is fixated at any given moment). They
are as follows: (1) the value of the fixated target; (2) the
value of the other (nonfixated) target shown; and (3) the

Table 3: Models used to explain firing in two-cue trials

Gaze-dependent variables Non-gaze-dependent variables

Model
Fixated
target

Nonfixed
target

Relative
value

Maximum
value

Minimum
value

Mean
value

Number of cells
best fit by

each model
1 x 5
2 x 2
3 x 3
4 x 8
5 x 0
6 x 8
7 x x 6
8 x x 20
9 x x 6
10 x x 11
11 x x 3
12 x x 5

Each row specifies a model, which can use either one or two variables. The
variables included in a given model are indicated by “x.”
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relative value of the fixated target, defined as the fixated
minus nonfixated target value, suggested by recent find-
ings in frontal lobe recordings (Hunt et al., 2018). The
three other variables describe a value signal with no mod-
ulation by gaze, as follows: (4) the maximum of the two
cue values shown; (5) the minimum of the two shown; and
(6) the mean of the two shown.

Because these six variables are not linearly indepen-
dent, they cannot be assessed simultaneously in the
same model. For example, the “mean value” variable (6
above) is a linear combination of the “maximum value”
and “minimum value” variables (4 and 5 above), meaning
that independent estimates for these three variables can-
not be obtained from a single model. We therefore ad-
opted a competitive modeling approach, in which we fit a
set of models containing either one or two regressors (see
Table 3, rows 1–12) and then identified the best fitting
model for each cell using the Akaike information criterion
(AIC). The results were quantified by finding the percent-
age of cells with significant effects of each single variable
when fit by itself (Fig. 6B,C, light bars), as well as the
percentage of cells that included a given variable in its
best-fit model (Fig. 6B,C, dark bars).

The set of tested models is shown in Table 3. Other
variable combinations were not tested due to the linear
dependence of the variables. In brief: all models with more
than four variables and some with three variables were
excluded due to the strict linear dependence of the re-
gressors, as in the example above. The subset of three-
variable models that were able to be fit could not be
distinguished from one another in terms of goodness of
fit, because they all explained the same portion of vari-
ance in the data (again due to the nonindependence of the
regressors) and, therefore, yielded the same AIC. (In linear
algebra terms, the matrix of regressors for fitable three-
variable models all shared the same basis.) Some two-
variable models also yielded nonunique AICs for the same
reason and were also excluded. Thus, Table 3 shows all
the combinations of the six regressors that can be fit in a
single model and that also uniquely explain variance in
firing, and can therefore be compared in goodness-of-fit
terms.

Correlation between OFC activity and reward anticipa-
tion

The objective of this analysis was to assess the trial-
by-trial correlation between the activity of OFC neurons
and the fraction of time spent performing CRs in antici-
pation of reward delivery. This procedure is similar to the
gaze–CR correlation calculation described above. Spiking
and CR data were calculated in 500 ms bins (50 ms
increments), and the correlation was performed across
trials for all possible pairs of bins, yielding a matrix of
correlation coefficients. No correlation was calculated
(dataset to nan) when �80% of the spike data or �80% of
the CR data in a given bin had the same value. Correla-
tions were calculated individually for each OFC cell (n �
116 for Monkey K; n � 64 for Monkey F), and then
averaged across cells. Six correlation matrices were cal-
culated for each cell, one for each of the six trial types
shown in Figure 1, C and D.

Unlike the gaze–CR calculation, the correlation statistic
was an unsigned variable that we term the “absolute
adjusted correlation”, defined as follows:

rhoadj � abs�rho� � �rhonull�, (2)

where abs(rho) is the absolute value function, and rho is
the raw Spearman’s correlation between the spike count
and the CR. To find �rhonull�, we randomly shuffle the
trial labels 100 times within a cell, find the absolute Spear-
man’s correlation in each shuffle, and take the mean
across shuffles. Thus, �rhonull� is the absolute correla-
tion that would be expected under the null hypothesis that
spiking and the CR are unrelated; it is always above zero,
because even totally random data produce spurious non-
zero correlations. The rationale for using rhoadj is as fol-
lows: first, taking the absolute value of the raw spike–CR
correlation puts positive spike–CR relationships (more
spiking/more CR) on the same scale as cells that have a
negative spike–CR relationship (more spiking/less CR);
this allows us to average the correlations across all cells,
regardless of the sign of the effect. Second, by subtract-
ing �rhonull�, the value of rhoadj is expected to be zero for
cells in which there is no relationship between spiking and
the CR, but is expected to be positive for cells in which
there is a spike–CR relationship. The across-cell mean of
rhoadj can be therefore assessed by a t test versus zero, to
determine whether a reliable spike–CR relationship exists
at the population level.

The heatmap in Figure 7B shows the rhoadj for one trial
type in one monkey, calculated at all pairs of time bins,
averaged across all cells. The heatmap was thresh-
olded at p � 0.001, but there were no significant pixels
that survived cluster correction to an FWER of p � 0.01.

In the bar graphs in Figure 8, the cell-averaged rhoadj

value is shown for all trial types and both monkeys, but
at only a single point on the heatmap, which was
selected as follows: for each of the gaze–CR heatmaps
in Figure 4, we selected the point with the highest
average correlation (black squares). In almost all trial
types, this peak point was above the diagonal, reflect-
ing the fact that overt attention (gaze) tends to predict
subsequent CRs. However, in the three single-cue trial
types for Monkey F, there were gaze–CR effects of
roughly equal magnitude both above and below the
diagonal. For these conditions, we selected the peak
within the above-diagonal data (Fig. 4B, black dia-
monds) to maintain the temporal order of the predictive
relationship that is the focus of the study (Fig. 2). At
these selected points, we then computed the averaged
spike–CR correlation across all cells, as in Figure 7B
(rhoadj), and compared it to zero by means of a t test.
Note that for every two-cue trial type, there are two
gaze–CR matrices calculated (one for each cue; Fig. 4),
but only one spike–CR matrix. Therefore, to generate
the data for two-cue trials in Figure 8, each spike–CR
matrix is sampled at two points, one corresponding to
the maximum gaze–CR effect for the lower value cue,
and the other corresponding to the maximum effect for
the higher value cue.
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Mediation analysis
The objective of this analysis was to quantify the degree

to which OFC activity explains the correlation between
gaze allocation and reward-anticipating CRs. The term
“mediation” is used in a purely statistical sense and does
not by itself imply a causal relationship between the vari-
ables. As with the gaze–CR analysis (Fig. 4), a separate
analysis was performed for each single-cue trial type, and
two separate analyses were performed for each two-cue
trial type (one each for the low- and high-value cues).
Thus, nine separate mediation analyses were performed
for each monkey, corresponding to the nine gaze–CR
analyses shown in Figure 4.

To quantify the mediation effect attributable to a single
OFC cell, we measured gaze allocation to cues, spike
counts, and CR data in 500 ms bins. For every pair of time
bins x and y, the following ordinary least-squares linear
models were fit as follows:

Model1: CRx � �0 � �GAZE � Gazey (3)

Model2: CRx � �0 � �GAZE � Gazey � �SPK � Spikey ,
(4)

where CRx is the conditioned response observed within
time bin x, Gazey is the gaze allocation for a given cue
in time bin y, and Spikey is the spike count from the cell in
time bin y (observed concurrently with gaze). In this anal-
ysis, gaze allocation and CR are quantified in units of time
(range, 0–500 ms), such that the regression estimate
�GAZE can be interpreted as the linear effect of gaze on the
CR. For example, a �GAZE of 0.3 would indicate that for
every 1 s increase in gaze allocation, an increase of 0.3 s
in CR would be expected.

If �GAZE is the same magnitude in both Model 2 and
Model 1, this indicates that the Spike variable explains the
variance in the CR that is not attributable to the Gaze
variable. In contrast, if �GAZE is smaller in Model 2 than in
Model 1, it indicates that the Spike variable has subsumed
variance in the CR that would otherwise be accounted for
by Gaze; this is evidence that Spike statistically mediates
the linear association between the Gaze and CR variables.

Thus, the mediation effect for a given cell at a given pair
of time bins was calculated by subtracting the �GAZE

estimate resulting from Model 2 from the �GAZE estimate
resulting from Model 1.

Nine mediation effect matrices were calculated for each
OFC cell, and the median mediation effects across cells
were compared with zero by means of a signed rank test.
In Figure 7D, the heatmap shows the median matrix of
mediation effects over n � 116 cells, measured in single
“small” cue trials in Monkey K.

The mediation analysis was repeated in the subset of
cells showing modulation by gaze. In this analysis, we
included any cells with significant effects (p � 0.05 cor-
rected) of fixation distance or the interaction variable in
the analysis of single-cue trials, and any cells with signif-
icant effects (p � 0.05 corrected) of one of the three

fixation-related variables in the analysis of two-cue trials
(Table 3, rows 1-3). A total of 84 cells were included: 45
from Monkey K and 39 from Monkey F.

Results
Reward anticipation and gaze allocation to pavlovian
cues

Two monkeys performed the pavlovian conditioning
task in Figure 1. To begin a trial, monkeys briefly held their
gaze on a fixation point, after which one or two visual cues
appeared on the display for 4 s (Fig. 1A,B). The monkeys
were free to move their eyes throughout this period; eye
movements were monitored, but had no effect on the trial
outcome. At the end of 4 s, a juice reward was delivered
as follows: single cues resulted in a guaranteed reward of
0, 1, or 3 drops (“none”, “small”, or “large”), with reward
size determined by cue color (Fig. 1C). The presentation
of two different cues resulted in random delivery of one of
the two indicated rewards, and the monkeys could not
predict or influence which one would be delivered (Fig.
1D). Single-cue and two-cue trials were randomly inter-
leaved; cue selection was random, as was the placement
of cues on the left and right sides of the display.

When the expected reward was nonzero, monkeys
made pavlovian CRs in anticipation of reward delivery,
beginning �2 s after the onset of the cues and reaching a
maximum just before reward delivery at 4 s (Fig. 1E). On
average, the CR magnitude increased monotonically with
the mean value of the cues shown (Fig. 1F). Importantly,
the average CRs differed significantly among the three
single-cue trials, indicating that the monkeys successfully
learned the individual cue–reward contingencies. We
therefore consider these CRs to be indicators of reward
anticipation on a given trial.

The allocation of the gaze—where the monkeys looked
and for how long—was quantified by the fraction of time
in every trial that the monkeys fixed their gaze on each
cue. Gaze allocation varied as a function of cue value, but,
unlike CRs, was not monotonically dependent on cue
value (Fig. 1G). Importantly, monkeys devoted nonzero
fixation time onto “none” cues and also devoted nonzero
fixation time onto the smaller of two cues shown simulta-
neously. Thus, the behavioral and neural effects of gaze
allocation onto cues could be assessed regardless of cue
value.

To summarize, monkeys were shown simple appetitive
conditioned cues, either singly or in pairs. The monkeys
allocated a significant portion of their gaze (overt atten-
tion) toward the cues, and performed anticipatory CRs
commensurate with average cue value. The major ques-
tions of this study are whether trial-by-trial variability in
gaze allocation corresponds to variability in CR magni-
tude (Fig. 2A), and whether this correlation could be me-
diated by the value representations expressed in single
OFC neurons (Fig. 2B,C). In the next section, we docu-
ment the trial-by-trial correlation between gaze allocation
and CRs.
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Allocation of gaze to appetitive cues predicts trial-
to-trial reward anticipation

On each trial, gaze allocation was defined as the frac-
tion of time that the monkey spent looking at a cue (gaze
�3º from cue center), and CRs were quantified according
to the fraction of time that a licking response was de-
tected. These two variables were measured in 500 ms
bins at 50 ms increments during cue presentation, and the
correlation between them was calculated across trials
within a session for every possible pair of time bins in the
trial. This yielded a measure of whether gaze allocation
early in the trial was correlated with CRs later in the trial,
and vice versa. Note that the CRs were only calculated at
time bins with centers 2500 ms postcue or later, due to
the near total lack of CRs before this time (Fig. 1E).

Correlations were calculated within a given session (n �
28 for Monkey F; n � 25 for Monkey K), and then aver-
aged across sessions. Because correlation patterns dif-
fered substantially according to cue value (see below), the
correlations were calculated separately for each of the six
trial types shown in Figure 1, C and D (“none,” “small,”
“large,” “none-small,” “none-large,” and “small-large”).
Furthermore, in two-cue trial types, gaze allocation was
tallied separately for each individual cue shown, permit-
ting two separate correlation calculations to be obtained
for every two-cue trial type. Therefore, for each monkey,
nine total gaze–CR conditions were calculated: one for
each trial type with a single cue; and two for each of the
trial types with two cues.

Gaze–CR correlation in single trial type in a single sub-
ject

Figure 3A illustrates the trial-by-trial correlation be-
tween gaze allocation and pavlovian CRs in one trial type
(single “small” cue) in Monkey K. The color of each pixel
gives the session-wise mean correlation (rho) between the
fraction of time the monkey spent looking at the cue and
the fraction of time a CR was detected; correlations were
calculated across all of the trials within a given session
and then averaged across sessions (n � 25). Points above
the black solid diagonal line indicate gaze data that pre-
cede (and could therefore predict) the CR data; and points
below the black line indicate gaze data that follow CR
data.

The highest average correlation occurred for gaze data
measured at 3.05 s (y-axis) and CR data measured at 3.30
s (x-axis), with an average value of rho � 0.291 (SEM,
0.028; Table 1, b). The significant positive correlation
indicates that greater time spent gazing at the cue was
associated with a larger CR; and the fact that the gaze
data precede the CR data at this point indicates that gaze
allocation could predict the upcoming CR on a trial-by-
trial basis with an �0.25 s temporal lag. In other words,
the longer Monkey K looked at single “small” cues at �3
s in a trial, the more likely he was to exhibit an anticipatory
CR 0.25 s later. Note that this predictive relationship was
asymmetric: gaze was better able to predict CRs than the
opposite, indicated by the higher correlations and greater
fraction of significant pixels above the solid gray diagonal
line compared with below it (Fig. 3B).

All trial types and both subjects
The gaze–CR correlations for all subjects and trial types

are shown in Figure 4, using the same conventions as in
Figure 3. The effects were highly variable from one con-
dition to the next, with clear differences in the correlation
patterns between subjects, and between conditions
within each subject. However, despite the variability, two
general patterns were evident. First, as in the example in
Figure 3, the only significant correlations were positive
(warm colors), meaning that longer time spent looking at
cues was associated with more frequent CRs. Significant
positive correlations were found for three of the nine
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Figure 3. Gaze allocation predicts CRs in example data from a
single trial type in one monkey. A, The heatmap shows the
trial-by-trial correlation between the time spent looking at a cue
and the time spent performing an anticipatory CR, assessed
across different time points in the trial. Warmer colors indicate
that greater gaze allocation was associated with more CRs. The
x- and y-axes give the times at which the CR and attentional data
were observed, respectively, and equivalent time points are
given by the black diagonal. The small black square shows the
peak correlation. Red contours indicate mean values signifi-
cantly above zero; d1 refers to corresponding entry in Table 2.
White dotted triangles indicate time points averaged together to
produce the bar graphs in B. B, Bar heights give the average
correlation within the white-outlined pixels above and below the
black diagonal in A. Whiskers give the SEM; ��indicates signif-
icant difference between the bars; c refers to the corresponding
entry in Table 1.
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conditions in Monkey Kd1-d3; and seven of nine conditions
in Monkey Fd7-d13. No significant negative correlations
were found. Second, gaze predicted CR performance to a
greater degree than CRs predicted gaze behavior (above
vs below diagonal: three of nine conditions in Monkey
Kd4-d6; and three of nine conditions in Monkey Fd14-d16).
There were no conditions in which a significant difference

was found in the opposite direction (i.e., in which CR
predicted gaze to a greater extent than gaze predicted
CR). In summary, we identified several trial conditions in
which the longer that monkeys spent looking at (attending
to) reward-associated cues, the greater their subsequent
anticipation of reward delivery indicated by conditioned
licking responses.
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Figure 4. Gaze–CR correlation in all conditions for Monkey K (A) and Monkey F (B). The colored squares at top indicate whether the
gaze data pertain to “none”, “small”, or “large” cues (red N, green S, and blue L, respectively). Note that in two-cue trial types, gaze
is assessed separately for each cue; hence, there are two conditions for each two-cue trial type. Heatmap colors and contours follow
the same conventions as in Figure 3A, and bar graphs below each heatmap follow the same conventions as in Figure 3B. The black
square or diamond on each map indicates the time point used in subsequent analyses of how OFC activity correlates with CRs (see
main text and Fig. 8). Squares show the point of highest gaze–CR correlation in the map, and diamonds show the highest point above
the main diagonal (see Materials and Methods). Symbols � and �� indicate significance between adjacent bars; 	 indicates marginally
significant difference; d1 through d16 refer to the corresponding entries in Table 1 and Table 2. The data from Figure 3 are reproduced
in the first row, second column (single “small” cue trials in Monkey K).
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Modulation of OFC neural activity by gaze
The positive correlation between overt attention to cues

and pavlovian CRs (Figs. 3, 4) must be explained by some
neural mechanism that links these two behaviors. To iden-
tify this mechanism requires finding, at a minimum, neural
activity related to the two behaviors of interest (Fig. 2B,C).
Here, we show that OFC firing is modulated by shifts of
gaze toward or away from pavlovian cues. Because the
gaze–CR correlation was present in both single- and two-
cue trials, it was necessary to identify the effects of gaze
on OFC activity in both kinds of trials. Single-cue gaze
effects were shown in a prior study and are recapitulated
here using a subset of the original data (McGinty et al.,
2016), consisting of those cells in which both single- and
two-cue trials were tested. Data from two-cue trials are
shown for the first time and are analyzed separately from
single-cue trials due to differences in gaze behavior when
two cues are shown rather than one (see below). A total of
116 neurons were recorded in Monkey K, and 64 neurons
in Monkey F.

Single-cue trials
In single-cue trials, monkeys typically shifted their gaze

many times during the 4 s cue presentations, fixating at
various locations on the display, both on and off the cue
(Fig. 1G,F; see also McGinty et al., 2016, their Fig. 2). To
assess neural activity with reference to gaze location,
OFC firing was measured from 100 to 300 ms after the
onset of each fixation, a time window that captures the
peak OFC response following shifts of gaze (McGinty
et al., 2016, their Fig. S4C). This “fixation-evoked” firing
was the basic unit of data for this analysis.

We fit a GLM that explained firing as a linear function of
the value of the cue shown, the distance of gaze from the
cue, and the value-by-distance interaction (Eq. 1). The
single cells in Figure 5, B and D, illustrate the encoding of
all three variables, as follows: firing was greatest for fixa-
tions near to the cue (distance encoding), and was mono-
tonically related to the volume of juice reward (value
encoding). Critically, the effect of value was greatest for
near-to-cue fixations, which constitutes an interaction be-
tween the value and distance effects. At the population
level, large portions of neurons were significantly modu-
lated by cue value (47.8% and 33.9% with GLM effects at
p � 0.05, uncorrected and corrected for multiple compar-
isons, respectively) and fixation distance from the cue
(38.9% and 23.9%), and a smaller portion were modu-
lated by the interaction term (25.0% and 7.2%). As was
the case in the prior study, the distributions of regression
estimates were continuous and unimodal for all three
variables (for an illustration, see McGinty et al., 2016, their
Fig. 5B). The mean regression estimate for the distance
effect was significantly less than zero (�0.0096; SEM,
0.0020; p � 4.3 � 10�6)e, indicating that near-cue fixations
elicited greater overall firing than fixations away; and the
mean value estimate was not significantly different from
zero (0.032; SEM, 0.050f), indicating that neurons were as
equally likely to increase firing with cue value (Fig. 5B) as
they were to decrease firing (Fig. 5D). Many neurons had
more than one significant effect, indicated in the Venn

diagram in Figure 6A (compare McGinty et al., 2016, their
Fig. 5A).

To determine whether the same neurons tended to
encode multiple variables, we took the absolute values of
the regression estimates and then calculated the correla-
tions between them. Positive correlations indicate that
cells with nonzero estimates in one variable tend to have
nonzero estimates in the other, whereas negative corre-
lations indicate that cells with nonzero estimates for one
variable tend to have close-to-zero estimates in the other.
In our data, all pairwise correlations between the regres-
sion estimates were significantly positive, as follows: be-
tween the value and distance estimates, the correlation
was r � 0.271 (p � 0.0002)t; between value and the
interaction term, the correlation was r � 0.254 (p �
0.0005)u; and between distance and the interaction term
the correlation was r � 0.292 (p � 7 � 10�5)v. These
positive correlations indicate that the same neurons
tended to encode multiple variables more often than ex-
pected by chance.

Two-cue trials
In two-cue trials, monkeys shifted their gaze throughout

cue presentation. However, unlike in single-cue trials, the
majority of fixations were directed onto the cues (Fig. 1G),
leaving too few off-cue fixations to assess the effects of
gaze distance. The analysis therefore used only firing
evoked by on-cue fixations, again within a 100–300 ms
window after each. On-cue fixations are parameterized by
the values of the fixated and nonfixated cues, so that gaze
effects can be assessed by the degree to which firing is
modulated by either of these variables. In addition, we
assessed modulation by cue value in a non-gaze-
dependent manner, given that during single-cue trials we
found cells that encode only cue values with no effect of
gaze distance (Fig 6A; McGinty et al., 2016).

To identify gaze-modulated cells in two-cue trials, we
began by fitting three GLMs per cell, each with a single
variable that explained firing on the basis of cue values
and the location of fixation. The first GLM explained firing
according to the value of the cue targeted in a given
fixation (“fixated value”). Two examples of cells modu-
lated by fixated values are shown in Figure 5. The cell in
Figure 5C fires more for fixations onto the higher value of
the two cues shown, whereas the cell in Figure 5E fires
more for the lower of the two values. The second GLM
explained firing as a function of the value of the nonfixated
target (“nonfixated value”); and the third GLM explained
firing as a function of the value difference between the
fixated and nonfixated target (“relative value”; see Mate-
rials and Methods). In all, 36.7% (n � 66) of OFC cells
showed significant effects (corrected for multiple compar-
isons) of at least one of the three GLMs described above,
with the large majority of these showing significant mod-
ulation by fixated value (Fig. 6B). Therefore, just as in
single-cue trials, a substantial portion of OFC neurons
have value signals that are modulated by gaze when two
cues are shown.

While the primary objective of this analysis was to
identify gaze-modulated cells in two-cue trials, additional
analyses below provide a more comprehensive view of
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the variables encoded in this phase of the task. Specifi-
cally, we assess the following: encoding of non-gaze-
dependent value variables; the mixture of variables
encoded in single neurons; and the consistency of encod-
ing between the single- and two-cue phases of the task.

First, to identify OFC cells modulated only by value
(with no effect of gaze), we fit three additional GLMs with
single variables that depended on the value of the visible
cues, but not on which cue was targeted by a given
fixation. These were the following: the maximum value of
the two cues; the minimum value of the two cues; and the
mean value of the two cues. In all, 33.9% (n � 61) of OFC
cells had significant effects (p � 0.05 corrected) of at least
one of these three “value-only” variables (Fig. 6C).

In the single-cue analysis, the variables of interest were
mixed at the single-cell level (i.e., many single neurons
were modulated by more than one variable). In the two-
cue data, it was not possible to fit all six variables in the
same GLM due to linear dependency among the regres-
sors (see Materials and Methods). Therefore, to quantify
mixed encoding of gaze-dependent and value-only vari-
ables, we used a competitive modeling approach. First,
we identified all cells that had a significant effect in at least
one of the six single-variable GLMs above (n � 77, p �
0.05 corrected). Then, in these cells we also fit a set of
two-variable GLMs using different combinations of the six
variables (Table 3, Models 7–12). Finally, we calculated
the goodness of fit (AIC) for all single-variable and two-
variable models, and identified which model provided the
best fit for a given cell. The results are shown in Table 3
and Figure 6, B and C. The model that provided the best
fit for the most cells was the two-variable model including
the fixated value and the maximum value (n � 20, 11% of
all cells), which is consistent with these two variables
producing the most significant effects when fit individually
(Fig. 6B,C). In all, 40 cells (22%) were best fit by a two-
variable model that included one gaze-related variable
and one value-only variable. Thus, as in single-cue trials,
OFC neurons encode a mixture of task variables when
two cues are shown.

Finally, we found that the same cells tended to be
modulated in both the single-cue and two-cue task
phases, as follows: 83 cells were modulated by at least
one of the three single-cue analysis variables (p � 0.05
corrected); 77 cells were modulated by at least one of the
six two-cue analysis variables; and 53 cells were modu-
lated by at least one variable in each task phase, which
was significantly greater than expected by chance (35.5
expectedg). This was also true when considering neurons
with gaze modulation, as follows: 48 cells were signifi-
cantly modulated by either fixation distance or the
distance-by-value interaction in the single-cue analysis;
66 cells were modulated by at least one of the three
gaze-dependent variables in the two-cue analyses; and
30 cells were gaze modulated in both task phases, sig-
nificantly more than expected by chance (17.6 expect-
edh). Finally, the sign of value modulation was consistent
across the population: assessed in all 180 cells, the re-
gression estimates for values obtained in the single-cue
analysis were highly correlated with the regression esti-

mates for fixated value (r � 0.55i), maximum value (r �
0.72j), and mean value (0.69k) obtained in the two-cue
analysis.

Summary
Shifts of gaze during the presentation of pavlovian con-

ditioned cues influenced the firing OFC neurons in a
100–300 ms window following the onset of each fixation.
When single cues were presented, many OFC cells en-
coded the distance of gaze from the cue, or expressed
value signals that were modulated according to gaze
distance. When two cues were presented, a portion of
OFC cells encoded the value of the cue fixated at any
given moment, the value of the other (nonfixated) cue, or
both of these variables (relative value).

OFC neural activity does not predict reward
anticipation

Our central hypothesis is that shifts of gaze influence
pavlovian CRs through the modulation of OFC neural
activity (Fig. 2). Above, we establish the first part of this
mediation relationship (gaze shifts modulate OFC activity;
Figs. 5, 6). Here, we test the second arm of the mediation
relationship, between OFC neural activity and CRs. To
preview the results in brief, we find that, on average, OFC
activity is only weakly predictive of CRs and appears
insufficient to act in a mediating role.

As in the gaze–CR analysis, we measured CRs (the
fraction of time a licking response was detected) and OFC
activity from individual cells (spike count) in 500 ms bins.
We then calculated the across-trial correlation between
spike count and CRs, using an unsigned correlation met-
ric (rhoadj) that takes a positive value regardless of
whether spiking increases or decreases with respect to
the CR, thereby placing all OFC cells on the same scale
(see Materials and Methods). This was done for every
possible pair of time bins, yielding a matrix of spike–CR
correlations across different time points in the trial. A
separate spike–CR correlation matrix was created for
each of the six trial types shown in Figure 1, C and D.
These were then averaged across all recorded cells.

The heatmap in Figure 7B shows the spike–CR correlation
matrix for single “small” reward trials in Monkey K, averaged
across 116 cells. Unlike the gaze–CR correlation for these
trials (Fig. 7A), the spike–CR correlations are not statistically
different from zero and show no overall temporal pattern. In
other words, within this example data, gaze explains the
variance in CRs, but concurrently observed neural activity
does not. Intuitively, the weak correlations in Figure 7B and
the mismatch with respect to Figure 7A are evidence against
a mediation relationship. We performed two analyses to
quantify this intuition. First, we identified the time bins with
the strongest gaze–CR correlation and then asked whether
the spike–CR correlation at this point was significantly above
zero. In Figure 7A, this point is marked with a gray square, at
x � 3.30 s and y � 3.05 s. The mean gaze–CR correlation at
this point is rho � 0.291 (SEM, 0.028)b. In contrast, the
spike–CR correlation at this point is only rhoadj � 0.012
(SEM, 0.011), and is not significantly above zero (p � 0.26 by
t test)n. In other words, even when the predictive effect of
gaze was strongest, there was no corresponding predictive
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effect in the OFC spiking data. We repeated this analysis in
all trial types for both monkeys, selecting the time points at
which the predictive correlation of gaze for CRs was maxi-
mal (see Materials and Methods). As shown by the white
bars in Figure 8, the average spike–CR correlations were
weak for all of the selected points (Table 1, s3–s11 and
s18–s12); in only two instances was the spike–CR effect
significantly above zero (Table 1, s7 and s19). Thus, there
was very little evidence that OFC mediated the predictive
relationship between gaze and CRs, even when this effect
was maximal within a given trial type.

To confirm this result, we directly quantified the mediating
effect of OFC with a mediation model and expanded the
scope of the analysis to consider all time bins (not just the
gaze–CR maximum). For the example data (“small” trials for
monkey K), the results are shown in the heatmap in Figure
7D. Positive values indicate evidence in favor of a mediation
relationship (see Materials and Methods). The mediation
effect at the maximum gaze–CR point (Fig. 7D, black square)
was not significantly above zero (median, 2.7 � 10�4; SEM,
2.8 � 10�3)q. We repeated this analysis in all trial types in
both monkeys and found similar weak effects (data not
shown), with the strongest effect occurring in single “small”
cue trials in Monkey F (median, 0.0064; SEM, 0.0049)r. There
were no significant differences in mediation effects between
single-unit and multiunit responses (data not shown).

Moreover, mediation effects were weak at virtually all
time points. In the example heatmap (Fig. 7D), very few

points show significant effects surpassing even an un-
corrected threshold of p � 0.001p, and most of these lie
well below the diagonal and are therefore inconsistent
with the mediation hypothesis, which dictates that gaze
(and spiking) temporally precede CR behavior (Fig. 2).
The heatmap of mediation effects in Figure 7D was
representative of the results from other trial types in
both monkeys (data not shown); that is, mediation ef-
fects were weak overall, and only a tiny fraction of
points showed effects that were significantly distin-
guishable from zero.

Our central hypothesis (Fig. 2) holds that mediation
effects should be evident only in cells that are modulated
by gaze, which we identify in Figure 6, A and B. However,
even when we averaged the mediation effects of only
gaze-modulated cells (n � 45 for Monkey K; n � 39 for
Monkey F; see Materials and Methods), the results were
the same: no significant mediation at the points with the
strongest gaze–CR effects, as well as weak mediation
effects overall (data not shown).

In summary, while we found evidence that shifts of
gaze toward pavlovian cues positively predicted
reward-anticipating CRs, we found no evidence that
CRs could be predicted by concurrently observed OFC
firing and, by extension, no evidence that OFC firing
participates in the neural mechanisms that link atten-
tion and CRs.
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Figure 7. OFC activity does not predict CRs and does not mediate the effects of gaze on CR, in example data from single “small”
cue trials in Monkey K. A, The average gaze–CR correlation (rho) in single “small” cue trials in Monkey K, reproduced from Figure
3, using the same conventions. The gray square shows the pixel with the highest correlation. This same pixel is marked with a
square in B and D. Red contours indicate significant correlations, as in Figure 3; d1 refers to corresponding entry in Table 2. B,
The cell-averaged spike–CR correlation (rhoadj), using data from the same trial type and monkey as in A. The white square
corresponds to the peak gaze–CR effect in A. C, The left and right bars give the mean correlations at the pixels marked with the
square in A and B, respectively. Whiskers indicate SEM. Dagger (†) indicates that the point lies within the red significance
contours in A. b and n refer to corresponding entries in Table 1. These data are reproduced in Figure 8A, alongside data from
all conditions in both monkeys. D, Average mediation effects for single “small” cues in Monkey K. See main text for details. Red
contours indicate median mediation effects above zero at p � 0.001 (uncorrected); p refers to the corresponding entry in Table 2.
Mediation effects take the same units as the regression estimates (� values) on which the analysis is based (see Materials and
Methods).
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Discussion
Neurons in the primate OFC represent the value of

appetitive and aversive pavlovian conditioned stimuli,
suggesting a role for OFC in the subjective value signals
that ultimately inform pavlovian responding. Our prior
work showed that OFC value signals were modulated by
moment-to-moment shifts of gaze (overt attention) toward
pavlovian cues but left open the question of how this
attentional modulation ultimately influences behavior. This
was the core question of the current study, a timely issue
in light of the clear role of attentional shifts in economic
decisions (Krajbich et al., 2010; Towal et al., 2013; Vaidya
and Fellows, 2015), another form of appetitive motivated
behavior. Our results therefore inform the larger effort to
untangle the complex relationships among attention, neu-
ral value signals, and behavior.

In monkeys performing an appetitive pavlovian condition-
ing task, gaze allocation positively predicted CRs: the longer
the monkeys spent looking at a conditioned cue, the greater
the likelihood that they would perform a conditioned licking
response later in the trial—though this effect differed be-
tween monkeys and between trial types within a monkey
(Fig. 4). OFC neural activity in this task was modulated by
shifts of gaze, both for single cues presented alone, as
reported previously (McGinty et al., 2016), and for cues
presented in pairs. However, OFC activity did not predict

conditioned licking responses on a trial-by-trial basis, and as
a result we found no evidence that OFC firing could mediate
the effects of attention on conditioned responses. Below, we
discuss each of these findings in depth.

Attention predicts conditioned responses performed
in anticipation of reward

When it was present, the correlation between gaze and
CR was always positive, meaning that more gaze devoted
to a cue was associated with more frequent CRs. In
addition, gaze predicted subsequent CRs to a greater
extent than the opposite. Together, these suggest that
gaze enhances the subjective value of pavlovian cues,
similar to the effects on objects offered during economic
choice. However, this conclusion comes with several im-
portant caveats. First, we did not directly manipulate gaze
and so cannot conclude with certainty that it has a causal
effect on CRs. Second, the correlations were not uniform
in both subjects: whereas Monkey F had consistent ef-
fects for both “small” and “large” value cues, effects in
Monkey K were prominent for “small” cues and weak or
absent for “large” cues. In addition, for single-cue trials in
Monkey F, CR data appeared to predict gaze behavior to
a similar extent as gaze predicted CRs. However, despite
these differences, the following two key patterns are pres-
ent in both subjects: the positive sign of the correlation,
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and the overall greater predictive effect of gaze for sub-
sequent CRs.

The source of variability in the gaze–CR correlations is
not immediately clear, given the inconsistency between
the two subjects, in particular, the negligible effects for
“large” value cues in Monkey K relative to those in Mon-
key F. One possibility is that for Monkey K, the largest
available reward is in essence a “jackpot” for which the
subjective value is maximal and therefore inelastic. This is
consistent with observations in humans that larger re-
wards are subject to shallower discount functions than
smaller rewards (Green et al., 1999).

The inconsistency of gaze–CR effects also makes it
difficult to specify the nature of the neural mechanism that
links attention and reward anticipation. In economic
choice, computational models support a multiplicative
mechanism in which gaze effects increase as a function of
the value of the attended item (Krajbich et al., 2010; Towal
et al., 2013; Vaidya and Fellows, 2015). The data for
Monkey K are inconsistent with a multiplicative mecha-
nism, with virtually no gaze effects for the highest value
cue. Our results also appear to rule out a simple additive
mechanism (Cavanagh et al., 2014), because the overall
weak effects on “none” value cues suggest that gaze
must interact with, rather than simply amplify, neural value
representations that underlie CRs. Additionally, gaze ef-
fects in both monkeys appear to be sensitive to whether
cues are presented alone or in pairs, as follows: Monkey
K shows a positive gaze–CR effect for “small” cues pre-
sented alone, but not when presented alongside “large”
value cues; and Monkey F shows a positive gaze–CR
effect for “none” cues presented alone, but not alongside
another cue. This suggests that gaze effects may depend
on the relative cue value.

In summary, attending to pavlovian cues appears to
enhance their subjective value. While broadly similar to
attentional effects in economic choice, the underlying
mechanisms may differ. Additional experiments using a
greater variety of reward values and a larger number of
subjects may be necessary to resolve this question.

Attention modulates OFC value signals
OFC value signals for single cues are modulated by

overt shifts of attention toward or away from those cues
(McGinty et al., 2016). The current study extends these
findings to gaze shifts between two items of different
value. In general, the effects of gaze were consistent in
both single-cue and two-cue contexts. In both contexts,
many OFC cells represented cue value in some form, but
only a subset were also modulated by shifts of gaze. In
two-cue trials, attended items were preferentially repre-
sented, indicated by the fact that the fixated value variable
was represented by a greater fraction of cells than the
nonfixated value (Fig. 6B). This is consistent with gaze
effects in single-cue trials, where OFC neurons express a
stronger distinction between the cue values when the
monkeys gaze toward the cues, illustrated in the example
cells in this study (Fig 5B,D), and in cell-averaged data in
the study by McGinty et al. (2016, their Fig. 5D,E). The
preferential representation of attended over unattended

items is also consistent with the effects of covert shifts of
attention, obtained under similar pavlovian-like conditions
(Xie et al., 2018). Our findings are also consistent with
those of Hunt et al. (2018), who report OFC value signals
that primarily reflect the fixated object during a decision-
making task. In contrast, one recent report (Rich and
Wallis, 2016) showed no effect of fixation on OFC value
signals; this may be attributable to differences in task
design, for example, the fact that fixations were required
to identify the choice targets in the study by Hunt et al.
(2018), but not in that by Rich and Wallis (2016).

In summary, whether one or two value-associated ob-
jects are present, a substantial portion of the value rep-
resentation of the OFC is modulated by shifts of gaze
during natural free viewing. An open question is whether
the effects of overt attention and those of covert attention
are two facets of the same common neural mechanism, or
result from two distinct neural mechanisms under differ-
ent experimental contexts (i.e., free viewing vs enforced
fixation).

Potential mechanisms for attentional modulation of
conditioned responses

OFC activity was almost entirely uncorrelated with the
performance of CRs, meaning there is no evidence that
the OFC mediates the predictive relations between gaze
and CRs. This negative finding is at odds with the obser-
vations of Morrison and Salzman (2009), who found that
the responses of OFC neurons to pavlovian cues could
indeed predict the performance of conditioned responses
on a trial-by-trial basis. More generally, lesion evidence
implicates the OFC and nearby ventral and medial pre-
frontal areas in conditioned autonomic responses, includ-
ing changes in heart rate (Reekie et al., 2008) and in pupil
constriction in response to conditioned cues (Rudebeck
et al., 2014; Hwang et al., 2018). This is consistent with
anatomic evidence showing projections from these areas
to lateral hypothalamic regions that innervate autonomic
output centers in the brain and spinal cord (Barbas et al.,
2003).

The discrepancy between our findings and those of
Morrison and Salzman (2009) may be explained by a
difference in task design. First, in Morrison and Salzman
(2009) the visual cues appeared only briefly (�300 ms),
followed by a trace interval of 1.5 s with no stimuli present.
Second, both appetitive and aversive unconditioned stim-
uli were used (juice reward and an air puff), corresponding
to two distinct CRs. Thus, to perform the task optimally,
the monkeys were required to remember the conditioned
cue over the trace interval and to perform the correct
response in anticipation of the associated outcome. In
contrast, our task had no mnemonic requirement and only
one possible outcome. It is possible that the greater
working memory and behavioral demands of the task
used by Morrison and Salzman (2009) may have required
greater recruitment of prefrontal circuitry and, therefore,
produced a measurable correlation between OFC activity
and behavior.

Negative findings are not in themselves evidence of no
effect. Two follow-up experiments could potentially clarify
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these findings. First, simultaneous recording from multiple
neurons would allow for less noisy estimates of subjective
value signals on single trials and, therefore, less noisy
estimates of the mediation effects. This approach may be
particularly appropriate for OFC, where individual cells
appear to be poor estimators of underlying value variables
due to high within-cell noise and low across-cell correla-
tion (Conen and Padoa-Schioppa, 2015). Second, direct
manipulation of OFC neurons would establish whether
gaze–CR predictions depend on normal OFC function.

If the negative mediation findings are indeed reliable,
then regions other than OFC must form the neural mech-
anism linking gaze and reward anticipation. These may be
regions that are both involved in consummatory oromotor
movements (i.e., the licking response measured in this
study) and are also subject to attentional modulation. One
candidate region is the ventral striatum (VS). Although
oromotor responses to pleasant and unpleasant tastes do
not require the VS (or any circuitry above the midbrain;
Grill and Norgren, 1978), they can be influenced by stim-
ulation of the VS (Krause et al., 2010) and by pharmaco-
logical manipulations, especially of dopamine and opioid
receptors in the rostral shell of the nucleus accumbens
(Castro et al., 2015). VS manipulations also modulate the
incentive value of pavlovian conditioned stimuli (Corbit
et al., 2001) and influence reward-seeking behavior in
response to those stimuli (Nicola, 2010; Hoffmann and
Nicola, 2014). In a human imaging study by Lim et al.
(2011), value representations evident in the VS BOLD
signal were modulated by gaze shifts between visual
objects of differing values, similar to the modulation ex-
hibited by OFC neurons in this study. Thus, the VS exhib-
its both attention-modulated value signals and exerts top–
down control over appetitive oromotor responses, making
it a candidate region for mediating the effects of attention
on reward anticipation that we observed in this study.

Other candidates are regions projecting to the VS, par-
ticularly the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC),
which projects to the shell of the nucleus accumbens
(Heilbronner et al., 2016) and also express gaze-
modulated value signals in humans (Lim et al., 2011). In
contrast, the region recorded in this study, Walker’s area
13, projects primarily to the ventromedial caudate nucleus
and accumbens core, with only weak projections to the
accumbens shell (Haber et al., 1995). The direct connec-
tions of Area 13 with the vmPFC are also sparse (Carmi-
chael and Price, 1996; Ongür and Price, 2000). Thus, the
overall limited connectivity between the recorded region
and putative oromotor output centers may account for the
very weak correlations we observed between neural ac-
tivity and CRs. By this logic, we predict that neurons in
vmPFC should exhibit stronger correlations with condi-
tioned licking than neurons in OFC. Apart from the VS and
vmPFC (which are specifically implicated in oromotor re-
sponses), other potential regions of interest include the
amygdala and insular cortex, owing to their involvement in
other forms of conditioned appetitive behavior, such as
autoshaping (Cardinal et al., 2002; Nasser et al., 2018),
and the anterior cingulate cortex, owing to its role in

motivation more generally (Cohen et al., 1999; Darby
et al., 2018).

Implications for decision-making and other
motivated behaviors

Overt shifts of attention influence another important
form of motivated behavior, economic choice. During
decision-making, choice is biased in favor of the item
fixated on (attended to) first in a given trial, as well as
toward the item that received the largest overall portion of
the total fixation time before the choice (Krajbich et al.,
2010; Towal et al., 2013; Vaidya and Fellows, 2015; Ta-
vares et al., 2017). This effect is well explained by serial
sampling models in which fixation biases the accumula-
tion of evidence in favor of whichever item is attended at
any given moment (Krajbich et al., 2010; Tavares et al.,
2017). Neurons that preferentially encode the value of
attended stimuli—like those reported here—would be an
important element of such a mechanism, providing input
to downstream circuitry (presumably proximal to motor
outputs) in which the evidence accumulation takes place.
In theory, a similar mechanism could underlie gaze effects
on pavlovian responses. However, our results suggest
that the OFC value signals do not perform this function in
pavlovian contexts.

These results therefore suggest two related questions
that must be addressed in future work. The first concerns
the precise locus of attention-modulated value signals
that ultimately influence behavior. The OFC appears to
not be involved in gaze modulation of pavlovian re-
sponses, but its role in gaze effects on economic choice
is unclear. For example, Vaidya and Fellows (2015) show
in humans that that large bilateral lesions of the OFC,
vmPFC, and underlying white matter do not affect choice
biases attributable to gaze. While this is consistent with
the negative findings we report here, it must be confirmed
with neural recordings and more precise causal manipu-
lations in the appropriate animal model. And the second
question concerns the extent to which the attentional
effects on choice and pavlovian responses are attribut-
able to common neural substrates. As we note above, the
inconsistent gaze modulation for high value cues would
not be expected according to computational models of
choice, suggesting at least one major mechanistic differ-
ence between choice and pavlovian contexts.
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